Imagine that you are the democratically elected president of a country and have just been informed that a passenger airplane has been hijacked. The hijackers appear to be headed for a city with well-populated skyscrapers. Your air force is in place and ready to shoot the passenger plane down at your command. You can take many different courses of action: shoot or not, negotiate or not. How should you decide? Would it make a difference whether 10 or 500 passengers are on board the airplane, or whether the passengers have voted for you? Would it make a difference if the air force is not in place and the only way to stop the hijackers in time is to ask the pilot of a nearby second passenger airplane to crash into the first? Would you try to calculate how likely it is that the hijackers actually will crash the airplane into a skyscraper and how many innocent people would die if the hijackers were to do so? Assuming that the probability of the hijackers’ heading for a skyscraper appears high, should you have the plane crashed by the other plane with its additional passengers being killed with certainty, in order to probabilistically save people on the ground (y > x)? Or do not only hijackers, but also presidents, have an unconditional duty not to kill innocent people?

The questions above concern moral decision making, particularly what normative claims should guide us when we make moral decisions and how we actually make such moral decisions. In the present review, we attempt to provide a road map for the empirical investigation of moral decision making. Our starting point will be the important philosophical distinction between and . This distinction and the need for normative claims sometimes gets forgotten by politicians and members of the public when they make statements about what should be done, given the facts. Then we will briefly introduce utilitarian and deontological moral theories and will review psychological and neuroscientific findings regarding moral decision making. This research will suggest that people may use more than one moral theory, as well as moral heuristics, and that the prefrontal cortex may be particularly important for moral decision making. Finally, we will propose...
that moral decisions may rely on mental processes and neuronal circuitry that originally evolved to serve nonmoral functions, such as reward and punishment processing. We will do so by discussing parallels between moral and microeconomic utility theories and by suggesting that classical learning theory, with its principle of error-driven adjustment of reward predictions, can give clues as to how people acquire moral behavior. Neuronally, we will propose that reward regions, such as the striatum and the prefrontal cortex, may contribute to the acquisition and expression of moral behavior. Our proposal implies that the reward system may have beneficial functions not only for individual survival by computing reward value, but also for society and culture by contributing to the computation of the moral value of decisions and actions.

The Is–Ought Gap

When we ponder the morally right course of action, we always face a problem. Philosophers since Hume (1739) have argued that the factual characteristics of the situation will themselves never tell us how we ought to act. Knowing who the hijackers are, what they are going to do, and what the consequences of their actions will be is not enough to deduce what the president ought to do. To use Hume’s words, “you cannot derive an ought from an is” (Hume, 1739; for a related argument, see Moore, 1903; for a comparison, see Bruening, 1971; for a dissenting view, see Searle, 1964). In order to find out what the president ought to do, we need not only information about the facts of the current situation, but also some normative claims about what is valuable. We would commit a logical fallacy if we were to deduce moral conclusions just from descriptive facts.

In the airplane example, one possible normative claim might be that we are morally obliged to provide happiness for the largest possible number of people. This would be a utilitarian normative claim (e.g., Mill, 1861). Another possibility would be to presuppose the moral rule that one ought not to kill. This would be a deontological normative claim (e.g., Kant, 1797). Descriptive information about the situation must be combined with such normative claims in order to reach a conclusion about what one ought to do. For example, if one embraces the normative claim that we are morally obliged to save as many people as possible, we could determine what to do by combining this claim with factual information about how different possible actions would affect the number of people saved. Thus, normative claims and descriptive information taken together allow us to make moral decisions.

Moral Theories

We derive normative claims from moral theories. The main classes of moral theories are the utilitarian (consequentialist), deontological, and virtue theories. Utilitarianism states that the moral quality of actions is determined by their consequences (utitas = Latin for [public] good, usefulness). This means that we have the duty to maximize the sum or mean utility of all individuals in the society. Traditionally, utility is interpreted hedonistically as balance of pleasure and pain, but it could also include beauty and truth (Moore, 1903), (informed) preference fulfillment (Brandt, 1979), and any other valuable consequences of actions and rules. For utilitarian theories, something is morally valuable because it promotes nonmoral values such as happiness, pleasure, or other kinds of utility.

Deontological theories argue that certain things are morally valuable in themselves. Such moral value does not derive from the fact that it promotes happiness, pleasure, or any other utility (Rawls, 1971). The moral quality of actions arises from the fact that the action is done to protect such moral values. The consequences and outcomes of actions are secondary. Impermissible actions remain so irrespective of how good their consequences are. Some deontological theories claim that all moral values can be traced to one ultimate moral principle. One example of such an ultimate principle is autonomy, conceived as the ability of a person to generate self-binding laws (Kant, 1797). Another example is the ability to act (Gewirth, 1998). Other positions claim that there are several moral values, which have equal standing. Ross (1930), for example, proposes seven basic values, which correspond to seven moral duties: fidelity, reparation, justice, beneficence, gratitude, self-improvement, and noninjury. Kant’s (1797) work on morals is the paradigmatic example of a deontological theory. The core rule in Kant’s system is the categorical imperative, which requires that we act according to maxims that could become universal laws. Rules often arise from the rights of those affected by the agent’s actions (Kamm, 2007). In Kantian terminology, this is expressed by the claim that one ought to treat others as ends in themselves, and never only as means to an end.

Virtue ethics focuses on the motives and character traits of actors. The bearers of moral quality are not actions but life, people, and their capabilities (Nussbaum, 2000; Sen, 1985). Virtues are goods in themselves, and their continued practice contributes to the good life. Examples of virtuous dispositions are wisdom, courage, moderation, justice, kindness, generosity, self-respect, compassion, altruism, forgiveness, and sincerity. Virtues may fall in between more extreme character dispositions. Having too little or too much of the disposition results in vices (e.g., cowardice or rashness for courage; Aristotle, *Nicomachean Ethics*, 2002 ed.). Virtues should be carefully cultivated through moral education by role models. The development of habits helps to make the expression of virtuous dispositions more stable and reliable, but virtuous behavior should nevertheless remain goal directed and purposeful. Applying and reconciling virtues requires practical wisdom, which helps to discern what is important for a good life. Virtues are associated with an appropriate feeling of the right emotions. Aristotle and, more recently, Anscombe (1958), MacIntyre (1985), and Foot (2001) are some of the prime proponents of virtue ethics.

Moral Decisions in Theory and Practice

An implication of the is–ought gap is that whereas moral theories provide standards for how we should act, they do not describe how moral judgments and decisions are achieved in practice. Accordingly, moral theories cannot be falsified by empirical findings that we often do not behave in ways that would be prescribed by the theories. In fact, even if
all of our actions and dispositions were to contradict what moral theories require from us, what is morally prescribed would still remain the same. Thus, in further illustration of the is–ought gap, moral theories are about how we ought to behave, not about how we do behave.

Similarly, to answer the question of what we should do does not automatically answer the question of how moral decisions should be achieved (e.g., Bales, 1971). It is, in fact, open to discussion whether moral theories do or do not suggest specific methods for moral decision making. For example, from a Kantian perspective, it is unclear how we should determine whether our maxims could become universal laws. Some deontological theories suggest that we should follow the (juristic) law in order to behave morally (Wikström, 2007). Virtue theories explicitly require deliberative and purposeful application of the positive dispositions. Utilitarian theories would seem to suggest that we should make moral decisions on the basis of a process of calculating utilities. But in fact, several utilitarians actually recommend that we do not calculate moral utility every time before we make a decision (e.g., Mill, 1861; Sidgwick, 1874)—for example, because the required calculations are too difficult and, therefore, error prone or take too much time. Conversely, following our intuitions will often lead to utility-maximizing decisions (Hare, 1981).

The Relevance of Decision-Making Research for Moral Theories

As we have seen above, moral theories are prescriptive, not descriptive. Nevertheless, moral theories cannot prescribe things we cannot possibly live up to. This is often expressed as the ought-implies-can principle, which is ascribed to Kant (1788). The idea is that the concept of having a duty already logically entails that the addressee is able to fulfill it. To say that you ought to do A already presupposes that you are able to do A. The notion of can is often interpreted to refer both to ability and to opportunity (Copp, 2008). For example, I can have a duty to save a drowning child only if I am actually capable of saving the child (if I can’t swim and would drown myself before reaching the child, I do not have a duty to save it) and if I have the opportunity to do so (if I am in China at the moment, I do not have a duty to save a child drowning in a pond in Manchester). The ought-implies-can principle is also used to defend the claim that there would be no room for moral responsibility if the universe were deterministic (Copp, 1997; Widerker, 1991).

This ought-implies-can principle provides us with a connection with empirical research on decision making. Moral theories presuppose that we can have a duty to perform acts only insofar as we are able to perform them, and to perform the morally right action we must first reach the morally right decision. And that is where the mechanisms of moral decision making enter the picture. Insofar as moral theories suggest certain preferred methods of moral decision making (and we have seen that they sometimes appear to do that—e.g., by advocating intuitive decision making), they must presuppose that these methods enable us, at least in some cases, to make the right decision. Empirical research might tell us whether that is a valid presupposition.

Empirical Findings for Moral Judgment and Decision Making

Research has focused on moral dilemmas that oppose deontological and utilitarian theories. In the dilemma of the runaway trolley (Thomson, 1985), a trolley will kill five workers unless diverted to a sidetrack where it will kill one worker. The majority of people choose to switch the trolley to the sidetrack. The outcome of this choice is in agreement with the utilitarian argument that one ought to maximize overall utility. In an alternative version of the dilemma (the footbridge dilemma), the runaway trolley cannot be switched off the main track. The trolley can be prevented from reaching the five workers only by pushing a fat man from a bridge onto the track, thus killing him. The majority of people refuse to push and kill the fat man in order to save the five workers. One interpretation of these findings (Greene et al., 2001) suggests that the deontological consideration not to use a person purely as a means to an end (Kant, 1797) overrides considerations of utility maximization. This would mean that in real life, people are, at least at first glance, capable of approaching moral issues from both utilitarian and deontological points of view. Moreover, they do not commit themselves to one moral theory but switch between different theories as the circumstances change. People may thus eclectically combine considerations from different moral theories. However, this point is somewhat speculative, since we do not know how participants have actually come to their decision. The mere fact that the outcome of the decision maximizes utility does not make it a utilitarian decision; instead, the decision might be made on deontological grounds or on no grounds at all.

An alternative interpretation of the difference between the two dilemmas suggests that the emotional involvement is higher for the footbridge than for the trolley problem because the act of pushing a person constitutes a more personal and harmful action than does changing a switch (Greene et al., 2004; Greene, Sommerville, Nystrom, Darley, & Cohen, 2001; but see Nichols & Mallon, 2006). Given that at least rough dissociations can be made with respect to the functions of different brain regions (e.g., Fuster, 1997), the emotion-based interpretation of the footbridge problem may be endorsed by results from functional neuroimaging and lesion studies. For example, within the prefrontal cortex, ventromedial regions are more strongly involved in the processing of emotions, whereas dorsolateral regions fulfill more cognitive functions (Duncan & Owen, 2000; Fuster, 1997). An emotion-based account of the footbridge problem would therefore predict activation of ventromedial prefrontal regions while participants solve footbridge-like problems. This is indeed what was found (Greene et al., 2001).

Conversely, making decisions in trolley-like problems may draw on more cognitive capacities, in that it involves weighting up costs (e.g., of one man dying) and benefits (e.g., of five men being saved). One may therefore expect a stronger involvement of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex during trolley-like than during footbridge-like problems, and this is also what was found (Greene et al., 2001).
The dorsolateral prefrontal cortex is also more active with utilitarian judgments in footbridge-like problems when participants accept, rather than reject, personal norm violations if these lead to a substantial increase in happiness (Greene et al., 2004). In summary, these imaging results suggest a dissociation of the ventromedial and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex during the solving of moral problems, with ventromedial regions processing the emotionally salient aspects of footbridge-like problems and dorsolateral regions analyzing costs and benefits.

The functional dissociation of ventromedial and dorsolateral prefrontal activations concurs well with the finding that lesions of the ventromedial prefrontal cortex result in a higher proportion of utilitarian moral judgments in footbridge-like problems, but not in less emotional, trolley-like problems (Koenigs et al., 2007; see also Moll, Zahn, de Oliveira-Souza, Krueger, & Grafman, 2005). Without emotional input from the ventromedial prefrontal cortex, the utilitarian reasoning of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex may dominate behavior in footbridge-like problems. Taken together, these results may suggest that healthy participants weigh up ventromedially processed emotional factors with dorsolaterally processed utility-related factors to determine the morality of a judgment.

The interpretation of the ventromedial lesion results is somewhat complicated by studies of the ultimatum game. In the ultimatum game, a proposer offers a way in which to split a monetary amount, and a responder either accepts or rejects the offer. In the case of acceptance, the amount gets split according to the offer; in the case of rejection, neither player receives anything. As with footbridge-like problems, unfair ultimatum offers (people typically reject offers of about 20% or less of the monetary amount) may elicit a combination of emotional and utility-related processes. Fairness motives, inequality aversion, disgust, and anger may motivate rejection of unfair offers, whereas utility-related factors, such as self-interest and the minimization of personal cost, may motivate their acceptance. Ventromedial patients are more likely to reject unfair offers (Koenigs & Tranel, 2007; for reviews, see Greene, 2007, and Moll & de Oliveira-Souza, 2007; see also Knoch, Pascual-Leone, Meyer, Treyer, & Fehr, 2006; Sanfey, Rilling, Aronson, Nystrom, & Cohen, 2003). Thus, with unfair offers in the ultimatum game, ventromedial patients appear to weigh emotional and fairness factors more strongly than utilitarian self-interest, whereas the opposite appears to be the case with footbridge-like problems. Differences in the types of emotion (empathy vs. anger) and utility (welfare of others vs. monetary self-interest) involved in footbridge-like problems and the ultimatum game may explain the apparent discrepancies in the behavior of ventromedial patients.

What Cognitive Processes a Utilitarian Moral Theory May Implicate

From a philosophical perspective, the moral domain is special in that it is concerned with what we ought to do, rather than with what we actually do. Is the moral domain also special from a psychological and neuroscientific perspective, in that there are dedicated mechanisms for moral cognition and decision making, computed in a dedicated class of neurons and structures (for such a view, see Harman, 2000; Hauser, 2007; Mikhail, 2007; for a critique, see Dupoux & Jacob, 2007)? Due to space restrictions, we will focus in the following on utilitarian moral theory. On the basis of (1) parallels of utilitarian moral theory and economic decision theories, (2) findings of neuronal correlates of terms used by economic decision theories, and (3) potential relations with learning theory, we will propose that at least some moral cognition may not be special but, rather, may make use of evolutionary old and proven reward decision mechanisms.

Utilitarians argue that in order to make the morally right decision, we need to determine which action or rule maximizes utility. In order to determine whether a particular action or rule maximizes overall utility, we need to consciously calculate or intuitively estimate utility and, thus, predict and weigh the consequences of an action. We also have to predict how the utility of the people affected will change, which requires that we recognize others as having different preferences and taste. By empathizing and identifying with others, we can determine what it would feel like to be in their situation. We can extrapolate how one specific action or rule implementation, rather than another, will maximize overall utility by stepping into many different shoes and comparing the utilitarian consequences of the action or rule (Harsanyi, 1955). Thus, moral utilitarianism implicates several cognitive and emotional processes and, consequently, provides leads for investigating moral decision making.

In the following section, we will explore the parallels between moral and nonmoral utility-based decisions. As was mentioned in the introduction, there is some disagreement between utilitarians who argue that the right moral decision requires conscious calculation of utility and those who argue that other (more intuitive) methods are just as good or better. This discussion bears remarkable similarities to issues discussed in economic theory. It is possible that we can learn something about moral decision making by looking at parallels with other theories and at findings that support the theories. By extension, we could then investigate whether moral decision making taps into these processes, which have not originally evolved to subserve moral reasoning as such.

Parallels of Mental Utilitarianism With Economic Decision Theory

Utility has a long-standing tradition in economics. Bernoulli (1738) argued that each additional unit of a good, such as money, becomes subjectively less valuable (diminishing marginal utility). An additional $1,000 yields more marginal utility in our poor student times than when we have reached some financial security and wealth. In the moral domain, diminishing marginal utility provides an argument for wealth redistribution and supporting the poor, because it maximizes overall utility (Mill, 1861). Assuming similar utility functions for the poor and rich, the utility loss incurred by the rich from giving to the poor is much smaller than the utility gain of the poor. Modern economic decision theory stresses the notion that utility
is content free; thus, the connotation of utility as pleasure and happiness no longer holds. People reveal their preferences in overt choice behavior between two options, and utility theory captures these revealed preferences with a utility function. Preferences differ between individuals, and there are no normative prescriptions of what people ought to prefer.

As long as preferences fulfill some axioms, such as being well ordered, transitive, complete, and independent, a utility function can be defined (Marschak, 1950; Von Neumann & Morgenstern, 1944). We can then obtain the expected utility of a choice option by multiplying the utility \((u)\) of all possible outcome magnitudes \((m)\) of the option with their probabilities \((p)\) and integrating across products:

\[
EUT = \sum p \cdot u(m)
\]

In order to maximize expected utility, we should choose the option with the largest sum. Diminishing marginal utility results in concave (Bernoulli proposed logarithmic; alternatives are other power or quadratic and exponential) utility functions. Concave utility functions imply risk aversion (Bernoulli, 1738). A risk-averse decision maker prefers $500 for sure over the toss of a fair coin for $1,000 or $0, even though the two options have the same expected value. A concave utility function implies that the first $500 yields more marginal utility than does the second $500. Therefore, the sure option will be preferred over the average utility of $1,000 and $0. The more concave the utility function, the more risk averse the agent. Conversely, the more convex the utility function, the more risk seeking the agent, and the more he is willing to accept a risky option with probabilistic high-magnitude outcomes.

The neuronal systems processing economic value partly overlap with those processing moral value. Although a neuronal correlate of a formal economic expected utility signal has not yet been identified, correlates of components such as magnitude and probability are known to be processed by the reward system (for more details on the reward system and its functions, see, e.g., Berridge & Robinson, 2003; Rushworth & Behrens, 2008; Schultz, 2006). Dopamine neurons in the midbrain show phasic activations with short latencies of about 100 msec to unpredicted rewards and to reward-predicting stimuli. These activations scale with the magnitude and probability of predicted reward and combine the two parameters (Tobler, Fiorillo, & Schultz, 2005). It currently remains to be tested whether dopamine neurons code expected value (sum of probability-weighted reward magnitudes), expected utility (sum of probability-weighted utilities of reward magnitudes), prospect (wealth changes, weighted by a distorted probability function), or another combination of magnitude and probability.

Dopamine neurons send widespread projections to many subcortical and cortical regions, particularly the striatum and prefrontal cortex (Gaspar, Stepniewska, & Kaas, 1992). Both striatal and prefrontal neurons code reward magnitude and probability (Cromwell & Schultz, 2003; Kobayashi, Lauwereyns, Koizumi, Sakagami, & Hikosaka, 2002; Wallis & Miller, 2003). Furthermore, neurons in these regions combine reward information with more detailed sensory and motor information and are in a position to compute adaptive behavioral signals with integrated reward value (Lau & Glimcher, 2008; Padoa-Schioppa & Assad, 2006; Sakagami & Watanabe, 2007; Samejima, Ueda, Doya, & Kimura, 2005). In humans, activations scaling with reward magnitude and probability are prominent in the striatum and prefrontal cortex (Abler, Walter, Erk, Kammerer, & Spitzer, 2006; d’Acremont & Bossaerts, 2008; Knutson, Taylor, Kaufman, Peterson, & Glover, 2005; Tobler, O’Doherty, Dolan, & Schultz, 2007; Yacubian et al., 2006). Moreover, risk-related activations in the prefrontal cortex vary with risk attitude, with more lateral prefrontal regions showing stronger risk signals with increasing risk aversion and more medial regions showing them with increasing risk proneness (Tobler et al., 2007). As was explained above, risk attitude relates to the shape of the utility function, with concave functions reflecting risk aversion and convex ones risk proneness. Taken together with the finding that lateral prefrontal regions may weigh up costs and benefits in moral problems and medial prefrontal regions may process the emotional aspects of moral problems (Greene et al., 2004; Knoch et al., 2006; Koenigs et al., 2007), these results suggest that a variety of reward regions contribute to the calculation of an economic utility signal and that some of these regions overlap with those implicated in the processing of moral utility.

The neuronal data on footbridge- and trolley-like problems suggest involvement of at least two interacting systems, one deliberative and one emotional (Greene et al., 2004; Greene et al., 2001). This suggestion is reflected in the neuroeconomic domain, with research proposing one set of systems involved in high-level deliberative processes, such as problem solving, planning, and trading off costs with benefits, and another set of systems engaged by the emotional aspects of the decision, such as impatience, distress of deferring immediate gratification, and fear of loss. Multiple-system proponents in neuroeconomics concur with their moral neuroscience colleagues in locating the more deliberative aspects of decision making within the dorsolateral prefrontal (and parietal) cortex. Conversely, the more affective aspects of decision making are thought to be located within the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (as well as within the insula and subcortical structures, such as the amygdala and striatum; Berns, Laibson, & Loewenstein, 2007; McClure, Ericson, Laibson, Loewenstein, & Cohen, 2007; McClure, Laibson, Loewenstein, & Cohen, 2004; Miller & Cohen, 2001; Sanfey, Loewenstein, McClure, & Cohen, 2006). However, alternative views suggest that the distinction into different neuronal systems and mental processes may be more a matter of gradation than of category. In this view, the brain acts as a single information-processing system (Glimcher, Kable, & Louie, 2007; Kable & Glimcher, 2007; Kalenscher & Pennartz, 2008; Tom, Fox, Trepel, & Poldrack, 2007). The single- versus multiple-system question is the focus of ongoing research (Rustichini, 2008). In the moral domain, avenues for further research may be suggested, in that single-system views presently appear to be more prominent than multiple-system views in theoretical work, whereas the opposite may hold in empirical work.
Expected utility theory can be extended into the social and moral domain with similar formalisms (Harsanyi, 1955). Economic utility functions represent our egoistic preferences with respect to risky economic outcomes; social or moral utility functions represent impersonal preferences over income distributions or social states (Harsanyi, 1953). Thus, social preferences are preferences that we hold irrespective of our own situation and interests. An example would be our view of what a just tax system should look like, irrespective of how much we actually earn. The social utility functions can vary between individuals, just as with personal utility functions. Within an individual, the social and the personal utility functions can be in opposition—for example, with respect to an income distribution that favors the individual. Such a distribution may have low social but high personal utility. To maximize social utility, we should use the same principles and formalism as those proposed by expected utility theory described above (Harsanyi, 1955). By adding up the individual social utilities and maximizing the probability-weighted sum, we determine the income distribution or social state that maximizes the expected social utility of all members of the society.

Personal and social outcomes of decisions could be combined in single utility functions. As a proposer in the ultimatum game, we might offer a relatively high amount to a responder partly because we prefer the responder to get an amount similar to our own. More specifically, a person \( i \) with inequality aversion might discount their personal gains \( (x_i) \) by both self-interested disadvantageous and other-regarding advantageous inequality. In the two-player case with just one other player \( j \), the utility of player \( i \) corresponds to \( U_i(x) = x_i - \alpha(x_i - x_j) - \beta_i(x_i - x_j) \) (Fehr & Schmidt, 1999). Disadvantageous inequality results in the utility loss \( \alpha(x_i - x_j) \), advantageous inequality in the utility loss \( \beta_i(x_i - x_j) \). The two weighting parameters, \( \alpha \) and \( \beta_i \), could be interpreted as individual propensity for envy (that you get more than I) and compassion (I feel with you because I get more than you), respectively. In most people, \( \alpha \) is larger than \( \beta_i \). Assuming a utility function that incorporates other-regarding inequality aversion can also explain why we may prefer to cooperate, rather than defect, in the prisoner's dilemma and punish defecting players at a cost to ourselves (Fehr & Camerer, 2007).

We know that reward-processing regions encode not only the value of primary outcomes, such as food and drink, but also that of higher order rewards, such as money, abstract points, cooperation, and fairness (e.g., Delgado, Frank, & Phelps, 2005; Delgado, Labouliere, & Phelps, 2006; Huettel, Stowe, Gordon, Warner, & Platt, 2006; Knutson et al., 2005; Rilling et al., 2002; Singer, Kiebel, Winston, Dolan, & Frith, 2004; Tabibnia & Lieberman, 2007; Yacubian et al., 2006). For example, activation in the ventral striatum increases with the ratio of what one participant receives, as compared with another (Fliessbach et al., 2007). By extension, this social reward comparison output from the ventral striatum could form the basis for a formal inequality aversion signal. Other-regarding motives such as empathy are processed by the anterior insula and the anterior cingulate cortex (Singer, Seymour, et al., 2004; for a review, see Frith, 2007). We suggest that a derived, utilitarian moral value signal could be computed by reward-processing regions in a manner similar to that for a standard reward value signal. It would be interesting to test where and how such a signal is combined with other-regarding processes. One prediction could be that the basic components of the utility signal will be combined in the prefrontal cortex and striatum similarly for economic and moral utility but that moral utility, in addition, may draw on other-regarding structures, such as the insula and cingulate cortex.

Parallels of Moral Utilitarianism

With Behavioral Economics

Just like ethical theories, expected utility theory has a normative flavor entailed in the axioms and computations that it requires for optimal behavior. As a consequence, one may want to consider what decision makers can possibly do and what they actually do when discussing normative models in both ethics and economics. Whereas moral theories define optimal behavior as morally good behavior, for expected utility theory it is defined in terms of rationality. Expected utility theory thus prescribes what behavior would be most rational. However, empirically, our preferences sometimes violate the axioms posited by expected utility theory (Allais, 1953; Ellsberg, 1961; Kahneman & Tversky, 1979; Loomes, Starmer, & Sugden, 1991). We may prefer option \( y \) over \( y' \), but after adding \( z \) to both of these options, we may prefer \( y' + z \) over \( y + z \). Or we may prefer \( y \) over \( y' \) when the options are described as gains but may prefer \( y' \) over \( y \) when they are described as losses. Recall the example of airplane hijackers from the beginning. Imagine that they are expected to kill 600 people. We have to choose between two options to combat them. When framed in terms of gains, either 200 people will be saved for certain (safe, risk-free option), or there is a 1/3 chance that 600 people will be saved and a 2/3 chance that no one will be saved (risk-seeking option). When framed in terms of losses, 400 people will die for certain (risk-free option), or there is a 1/3 chance that no one will die and a 2/3 chance that 600 people will die (risk-seeking option). As a variety of different studies have shown (reviewed in Kuhberger, 1998), participants tend to choose the safe option (200 saved for certain) when the problem is framed in terms of gains. Conversely, they choose the risk-seeking option (1/3 chance that no one will die and a 2/3 chance that 600 will die) when the problem is framed in terms of losses. However, such behavior can not be accommodated by expected utility theory, because the two versions of the problem differ only in how the outcomes are described; the actual numbers of dead or alive people are the same.

Functional neuroimaging suggests that amygdala activity is susceptible to economic versions of the framing effect, whereas stronger activation of the medial and orbital prefrontal cortex correlates with stronger resistance to framing (De Martino, Kumaran, Seymour, & Dolan, 2006). On the basis of these findings, an obvious prediction would be that patients with lesions in medial and orbital prefrontal regions would be more susceptible, and amygdala patients less susceptible, to framing in both the
moral and the economic domains. Interestingly, people with unconditional moral values as proposed by deontological theories are less susceptible to framing effects in the moral domain (Tanner & Medin, 2004). These people appear to pay more attention to the question of whether their actions are compatible with their moral principles than to the consequences of their actions (to the amount of utility it generates). However, it should be noted that most people are willing to soften even their most protected unconditional values if the consequences of rigidly sticking to them would be too outrageous (Baron & Ritov, in press). In any case, amygdala activity appears to contribute to flexibly adjusting behavior with economic frames, and it might be interesting to investigate whether this holds also with moral framing.

The framing effect contradicts standard economic theory. In response to such contradictions, which usually boil down to axiom violations, one can either relax some of the axioms (e.g., Fishburn, 1982; Machina, 1982) or pursue a nonaxiomatic approach (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979; cf. Kalenscher & Pennartz, 2008). Nonaxiomatic approaches describe actual, rather than deduce optimal, choice behavior. For example, Kahneman and Tversky empirically investigated human choice behavior and found several consistent and systematic deviations from the normative ideal dictated by expected utility theory. These observations are bundled in prospect theory, which, contrary to expected utility theory, submits that we overweight small and underweight large probabilities, are usually risk-seeking and not risk averse for losses, and are more sensitive to losses than to gains. However, the computational core of prospect theory and expected utility theory is very similar: According to both theories, value is computed as the sum of utilities of all possible outcomes, weighted by distorted or linear probability. People assign these values to each available alternative and choose whichever alternative yields the highest value. Thus, some basic mechanism of combining probability and magnitude and its neuronal correlates may also be relevant for non- or less axiomatic theories, in both the economic and the moral domains.

**Economic and Moral Heuristics**

Expected utility theory and moral utilitarianism have often been criticized as requiring excessive processing and calculation (multiplying probabilities and magnitudes and summing the products). Current theories of decision making therefore often propose that humans use simple and straightforward decision rules (heuristics) to make economic or moral decisions. These heuristics are usually effective and put little demand on cognitive processing but can occasionally lead to systematic biases, misjudgments, and deviations from the normative standard (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). On the other hand, heuristics may have high descriptive validity while performing equally well, or better, in complex environments, as compared with intricate normative models. Examples in the economic domain include the satisficing (Simon, 1955, 1956) and the take-the-best algorithms (Gigerenzer & Goldstein, 1996; Goldstein & Gigerenzer, 2002). We often satisfy a simple choice criterion that is part of a sequence of hierarchically organized criteria and suffice—that is, stop the decision process—once a criterion has been met. For example, we may search only for the option yielding the fastest outcome, while overlooking other, slower options that would potentially yield higher outcomes. Thereby, we satisfy the minimize waiting time rule and suffice once the option with the shortest waiting time has been found. Satisficing has also been introduced in utilitarian moral theory (Slote, 1984). The notion deals with the objection that utility maximization cannot be a norm for daily moral behavior. Instead, we should satisfice: aim to increase utility only to a certain level. So, more generally, we may use similar heuristics for making moral and economic decisions.

It is currently a point of contention whether heuristics are near-optimal tools that evolved for optimal decisions, given cognitive and environmental constraints, or empirical deviations from normative economic and moral theories (Gigerenzer & Goldstein, 1996; Sunstein, 2005). Like economic heuristics, moral heuristics may be sufficient most of the time but can fail or result in inconsistent behavior with difficult decisions, such as the trolley and the footbridge problems. Examples of specifically moral heuristics are do not knowingly cause a human death, people should not be permitted to engage in moral wrongdoing for a fee, punish and do not reward betrayals of trust, penalties should be proportional to the outrageousness of the act, do not play God or tamper with nature, and harmful acts are worse than harmful omissions. The rule-of-thumb-like nature of these heuristics might give them a deontological flavor, but it is possible to remain within a strictly utilitarian framework: Rule-utilitarianism has argued that we ought to follow utility-maximizing rules (see, e.g., Brandt, 1967; Hooker, 2000). In such a view, the moral quality of actions depends on whether they accord with a rule that would maximize the sum or mean utility if everybody were to follow it.

Although people often make decisions consistent with utilitarianism, they sometimes maximize utility only of members of a certain group (e.g., fellow citizens, co-workers, etc.), but not of members of another group (e.g., citizens of another country, workers from another factory, etc.). Such parochialism (Baron, in press) refers to the tendency of a decision maker to accept personal costs to maximize the benefit of other in-group members, while neglecting or even disproportionately increasing the negative effects on outsiders (for experimental evidence, see Bornstein & Ben-Yossef, 1994). As a consequence, the net overall utility (when everyone is taken into account) is reduced. Parochialism seems to be a moral heuristic in itself (protect the interests of my fellow in-group members), which would suggest that we make some utilitarian decisions only with respect to the groups we belong to.

If it is unclear why, when, and whether ethical intuitions maximize utility, one may ask why we all seem to use them and why they have developed in the first place. Moral heuristics, including group loyalty and parochialism, may have provided an evolutionary advantage to our ancestors and could have evolved from simple social and emotional responses (Greene, 2003; Greene et al., 2004). For example, it is certainly beneficial for the prosper-
Can We Learn to Decide More Morally?

From both a personal and a societal point of view, we might be interested in how we acquire morality and whether it is possible to make better moral decisions. Building on Piaget (1932), Kohlberg proposed that moral development consists of the stagewise acquisition of a deontological moral theory (for a review, see Colby & Kohlberg, 1987). Kohlberg ascribed moral theories to children on the basis of the justifications they gave for their moral decisions. He identified six stages of moral development. At the first stage, the child is oriented to obedience and punishment. The concern is with what authorities and the law permit and punish. At the second stage, the child is concerned with self-interest and fair exchange. The third stage is reached at the beginning of the teenage years and is concerned with the motives of actions, interpersonal relations, and emotions such as empathy and trust. The fourth stage is about duty to keep social order, respect authorities, and obey the law because of its role for society. At the fifth stage, people reason about social contracts, the democratic process, and human rights. The sixth stage concerns the universal principles that achieve justice, which involves impartially taking the perspective of all parties and respecting them equally. According to the theory, we move from one stage to the next by thinking about moral problems, perhaps after our viewpoints have been challenged by others.

Views from learning theory. Kohlberg’s theory has been criticized for putting deontological over other moral theories (e.g., Campbell & Christopher, 1996). Moreover, it is concerned with abstract thinking about moral situations, which might differ from action. Are there alternative mechanisms that could explain the acquisition of moral behavior and real-life decision making? One possibility may come from learning theory. Cultural differences in ethical values suggest that moral reasoning may indeed be learned. Learning theory aims to explain how rewards and punishments modify behavior, and how learning agents form associations between such reinforcing stimuli and actions or conditioned stimuli. Rewards and punishments can be survival related, as is the case with drink, food, sex, and pain, or of a derived, higher order nature, as is the case with monetary gains and losses, social recognition, and contempt. It is conceivable that we learn to decide morally by associating actions and stimuli with social and nonsocial rewards and punishments. Through higher order conditioning, we may have learned that sometimes it takes a very long time until a reward occurs. For example, we may learn to punish individuals who violate social norms (de Quervain et al., 2004; Fehr & Gächter, 2002) or to trust others (King-Casas et al., 2005) because this will lead to more reward for us in the long run. On the other hand, deciding morally and following a moral principle might be rewarding in itself. As has been mentioned, to increase the utility of others may increase our own utility (Fehr & Schmidt, 1999). In summary, not only learning about reinforcement value, but also learning about moral value may follow principles from learning theory. In the next section, we therefore will briefly introduce a prominent learning theory and explore its applications to the moral domain.

Modern theories of conditioning. Modern learning theories (for a review, see Dickinson, 1980) describe association formation as a function of the degree to which participants process the stimuli and their reinforcing outcomes. According to Rescorla and Wagner (1972; see also Sutton & Barto, 1981, 1990), learning of an association depends on the extent to which the outcomes are surprising or elicit a prediction error. Learning is captured as changes in associative strength between the stimuli and the outcomes: \[ \Delta V = \alpha \beta (\lambda - \Sigma V), \] where \( \Delta V \) denotes the change in associative strength of a stimulus in a trial; \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) denote the salience or intensity of the stimulus and the outcome, respectively; \( \lambda \) corresponds to the asymptotic processing of the outcome when it is completely unpredicted; and \( \Sigma V \) denotes the sum of the associative strengths of all the stimuli present for the outcome. \( \lambda - \Sigma V \) corresponds to the error in prediction of the outcome and can assume positive or negative values in a bidirectional fashion.

Actions and stimuli do not always lead to the same reinforcing outcomes. Outcome distributions can be characterized by their mean (first moment), by their variance (second moment), and by higher moments. Traditionally,
prediction errors are computed for the mean reward (first moment). However, the mechanism can, in principle, also be used to learn about higher moments. The activation profiles of single dopamine neurons and of the striatal BOLD response correspond to a prediction error signal for mean reward expectation, possibly normalized by the standard deviation (square root of variance) of the prediction (McClure, Berns, & Montague, 2003; O’Doherty, Dayan, Friston, Critchley, & Dolan, 2003; Tobler et al., 2005; Waelti, Dickinson, & Schultz, 2001). Formal variance prediction signals may occur in structures such as the insula (Knutson & Bossaerts, 2007), the cingulate (Brown & Braver, 2007), the posterior parietal cortex (Huettel et al., 2006), and the prefrontal cortex (Hsu, Bhatt, Adolphs, Tranel, & Camerer, 2005; Tobler et al., 2007). Errors in the prediction of mean and variance of behavior could possibly be used to determine deviations of actual behavior from behavior as it would be expected if it were to follow a normative moral standard (Montague & Lohrenz, 2007). Accordingly, such prediction errors may motivate punishing actions, which, in turn, may be reinforced by observing increased norm conformity of the punished. Errors in the prediction of distress and empathy experienced by others or oneself may elicit moral learning and reduce actions with consequences harmful to others (Blair, 2007). Thus, the same mechanisms as those used for learning about reward and punishment may serve for learning about morally relevant emotions. In return, self-evaluating moral emotions, such as shame, guilt, embarrassment, and moral pride, themselves generate punishment and reinforcement and, thus, an occasion to learn. After learning, we can predict what emotions we are likely to experience for each alternative course of action and can decide accordingly.

When a neutral stimulus predicts a previously conditioned stimulus, the neutral stimulus will be conditioned as well (Rescorla, 1980). Importantly, such second-order and even higher order associations can occur without ever directly pairing the to-be-learned stimuli with reinforcement. Higher order conditioning can also be explained with prediction errors, as is suggested by a real-time extension of the Rescorla–Wagner model (Sutton & Barto, 1990). Activation in the ventral striatum and the anterior insula reflects second-order conditioning of pain (Seymour et al., 2004). It is possible that higher order conditioning plays a role in moral decision making because it allows us to bridge extended periods of time without reward. In seemingly other-regarding behavior such as trust and inequity aversion, motives of self-interest may play a larger role than has previously been assumed, as long as these behaviors eventually lead to more reward.

We learn not only through our own experience, but also from others. For example, by observing others undergoing pain conditioning and following others’ instructions, we are in a position to learn about pain-predicting stimuli without having to experience the aversive outcome ourselves (Berber, 1962; Mineka & Cook, 1993; Phelps et al., 2001). The behavior and facial expressions of others and the meaning of the instructions can elicit prediction errors, and standard learning mechanisms may apply (Lanzetta & Orr, 1980). Both observed and instructed pain condition-
action options. Formal learning theory suggests mechanisms by which utilitarian moral value may come to guide behavior.

But what about deontological moral theories? These theories presuppose that we value certain moral principles or acts or things in themselves, regardless of the amount of utility they produce. How should we understand these kinds of value judgments? Insofar as they take other things than consequences into account, they cannot be related to reward, because reward (at least at face value) is a consequence of actions or preceding stimuli. So the reward system is unlikely to underlie such judgments. It seems hard to conceive any other system that could, without introducing a separate moral motivation system. If it turned out that it is impossible for human beings to value things regardless of utility-related characteristics (if human beings can value things only by relating them to reward), this might present deontological moral theories with a problem. After all, the ought-implies-can principle states that human beings should, at least in principle, have the capacity to make the morally right decision. If human beings were unable to ascribe purely deontological value to actions without any regard for utility, this would be a strong objection against deontological theories.
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